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M. S. G. A. PETITIONS
The time limit fpr M. S. G. A. petitions
has been extended through next week.
So far only one man has returned petition.
--

rm
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Volume LVIII

ALLCOLLEGE VIC DANCE
The Student Senate will sponsor an
vie dance, Satuiday, April 11 in
Babcock. Admission as usual will b 19
cents per couple.

all-colle- ge
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Committee of Three To
Arrange Plans For
Summer Term

Union To Open in April

Coming Election
Tomorrow either John Clay or Bob
Lessing, candidates for the Student
Senate presidency, will emerge as the
1942-4president with the annual
election taking place in the Senate
rooms, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
3

Both candidates have extended their.
talents in a variety of fields ranging
from a bit of modern dancing in the
1941 Color Day program to fresh
man counsellorship in Douglass hall
Bob, a member of Second section,
comes from South Orange, N. J. He
is an active member in a number of
campus organizations including Con
gressional club, Sunday Evening For-uswimming team, and the Student
Senate. Other activities include being
a waiter in Holden, acting as M. S.
G. A. representative of this year's
Week of Prayer, membership in the
Freshman Debate club, and partici
pating in the Color Day pageant.,
m,

The formal dedication of the Student Union Building will be on Saturday, May 9. Although no date has
Petitions sponsored by the Senate
been set for the informal opening to
are being circulated by Bob Lessing
the students, it is hoped that work
for the opening of the golf course and
will be finished sometime late in April.
tennis courts for Sunday use. These.
Much has been accomplished in the
petitions, plus a letter from the Senate,
last few weeks. All the rooms have
will be sent to the Board of Trustees
been painted. All the booths have
for consultation before final action
been installed and some of them have
can be taken.
been stained and polished. Some of
Further consideration was made at
the fountain equipment is ready to inthe March 30 meeting on a request
stall. Most of the woodwork has been
which is to be sent to the trustees conput in. All of the equipment has arcerning the diversion of a certain
rived or is on the way.
,
amount of ohe student activity fee
c.
e
i
a. annuali
i rum uie iprensic runqj to me
Voice allottment. Annually each student pays a 12 activity fee of which
$(1.50 goes to the Voice, and $1 toward
the forensic f Hjid.

Hough To Speak
At Club Banquet

Individual invitations through the

admissions office will be sent to all
Dr., John M. Hough of Ohio State prospective high school students
to be
university will be the guest speaker at guests of the college at the annual
"Since we are warned these days
Color Day, May 8.
that any loose talk may aid the 'en the Classical Club's annual formal
Senate activities will be carried on
emy', I'll limit myself to no promises banquet being held tonight at 6 in
and the assurance that whoever secures lower Babcock. Martha Milburn, of at the summer session by a committee
of three to be appointed by the hew
the priority on the office will do it the class of '42, will entertain
at this
Senate president. These members will
'to the best of his ability'
Bob time with, a number of songs.
be chosen from among present Senate
stated.
Dr, Hough, a native of New York members if possible and will
center
John, a Fifth section representative, City, graduated from Princeton with
their attentions particularly about socomes from Canal Fulton, O. John's his doctorate in 1931.
In the fall of cial events for the session.
activities range from being a member that year he accepted
a position in
Paul Churton, chairman of the
of the football squad, to class vice the classical languages
at Ohio State.
president in his sophomore and junior He became
an assistant department
has received a letter from
years. Also he has been a freshman head in 1937.
Dartmouth college Committee",
Mr. Waring concerning the student
councillor in Douglass hall for the awarded
him the William Jewett
past year, Student Senate treasurer, Tucker Fellowship for graduate study request for a piece. Mr. Waring states
that he is behind in his schedule for
Color Day pageant committee, and in the years of 1927-2- 8
and in 1929- Woos-ter'- s
Senate representative.
30. He is a member of the scholastic college song compositions, but
will
be
fulfilled in the
request
Concluding his interview, John honor society Phi Beta Kappa and
L
,
future.
near
the
of
social
fraternity Alpha Delta
stated that, "The president of Stu.
dent Senate must lead the Senate body Phi.
toward efficient and representative
His subject this evening will be the
planning of student affairs. As presi- art, dress, temples and food of classi
dent, Jerry Stryker has guided the cal antiquityHe wilL illustrate his lec?
"
Senate in the right direction, and it
ture with slides of the stamps that he
will be up to the incoming president has
collected in the pursuit of 'his
to so continue. May the best man hobby and profession.
Ruth Gilbert, Anne Wharton, and
win."

A unanimous vote of approval by
the senior class after chapel Wednesday, Apr. 8, put the final stamp of
approval on a senior committee recom.
mendation that Stan Kenton's band
play for the senior prom May 7.
Kenton, who plays Sunday afternoons over the Columbia network, features a hot style of music with many
instrumental solos. In spite of the lack
of a piano in the organization, its
;
heavy rhythm beat is evident, partic;
ularly in its latest record releases,
"Lamento Gitano" and "Concerto for
a Doghouse."
This band, relatively unknown here,
has been widely acclaimed by admirers on the west coast. Frank Daily's
"Meadowbrook" in New Jersey and
the Valleydale in Columbus are soon
to! be hosts to this combination. The
April issue of "Downbeat" carried a
story predicting a rapid rise to fame
for this band in the near future.
Like Will Bradley ancTW oodHeS
man' of past senior proms, it is hoped
that this band will prove a pleasant
surprise for students hearing them
Newly elected Editor John Stranahan (seated) and Business Manager Herbert
for the first time.
Ed Merkle is the general chairman Rogers (standing) as they plan this, their first issue of the Voice and
of the dance, while Margaret Sherrard discuss their future policies.
has charge of the programs and Becky
Hostetter the chaperons.
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Senate To Sponsor
Dateless Recreation
y

...

recreation night, al
An
. i
.
i
stags welcome, no charge, with ping'
pong, dancing, bridge, and shuffle
board on the program is being fostered by the Senate with Jim Bean as
organizer in an attempt to solve the
problem of "activity-less- "
Friday eve
nings. The first one of these evenings
takes place tomorrow evening, Apr,
10, in lower Douglass from 8 to 11.
There will be an emphasis on the
e
proposition and "not-just-The Senate vie will
be furnished, and all those desiring
to dance must furnish their own records. A coke dispenser will be on
hand, and Mr. and Mrs. Schroeder
will act as official chaperones.
If a favorable response is recorded
from this trial attempt of an all-clege recreation evening, the practic
will be instituted next fall as a regular
Betsy Warner have been chosen as
Friday evening activity.
junior residents for the freshman girls'
all-colle-

no-dat-

a'

vic-dance-ide-

a."

Dean Selects Three

As Head Residents

Girls' Glee Club
Presents Annual
Secular Concert

Students Take Exams
To Remove E? Grades

dorms for next year,. Miss Rachel
announced. They will replace
Mac-Kenz-

ie

Gwen Polen, Dot Rickards, Betty
The Deans' Office has scheduled Lockwood, Peggy Welsh who were the
the "E" exams for this Saturday morn
residents this year.
ing in the Latin room from 8:30 to
The girls that are chosen to guide
Once again the Girls' Chorus of 11:30.
Wooster will appear in secular conThe registration for summer school the incoming freshmen must have
cert at the Westminster chapel, Thurs- is also scheduled for Saturday
morn good grades, be dependable, and be
day evening, Apr. 16. They will be
interested in personnel work.
ing from 9 to 11:30.
under - the direction of . Eva . Roine
Richmond who is
for the
-

ol

Concert Aids Red Cross

that

sub-statio-

V-- l

n,

program.

He also announced that the general
comprehensive examination for sopho
mores will be given at the Cleveland
station on Apr,il 15. Those expecting
to take this examination must be en
!sted in the V-- l program prior to
that date.
Up to 20,000 men
for aviation cadet

(V-3-

will be accepted

training of

)

Color Day Author, Producers Talk Over Plans
Twenty-fivCouples Practice For Coming Pageant
e

Of the students who rank sufficienthigh on the examination and volun
teer for V-- training as general deck
and engineering officers, up to 15,000
will be transferred to V-classification. They will then be retained in an
inactive status and permitted to complete their college work. At the close
of their academic work they will be
ordered to active duty at Reserve Midshipmen schools, and upon success
ful completion of that course will be
commissioned as Ensigns, or in the
specialist grades for which they "are
particularly qualified.
ly

7

7

Music

V:';::'

-

:

There wilf

be a meeting

reporters Saturday morning
at 10:30 in the Voice office.

Editof Plans Distribution
Of '42 Index to Student

1

Body by Senior Week
Robert Edwards, editor of the 1942
Index,
announced that the copy for
i
this year's Index has been sent to the
printer. The advertising copy was
0. --This
means that if the printer adheres to
his original schedule, the 1942 Index
jLyf:.m
)tmtm "i i"
i
will be ready for distribution to the
Seated around a table at Babcock are, from left to right: Julia Brockman, who wrote the Color Day Pageant; student body May 6.
and helped write the Pag- John Clay, who is head of the Color Day committee; Jean Hudson, jvho is
The Index will be distributed to
is
who
of
Stryker,
president
Senate.
the
the
Jerry
Student
eant; and
all students who call for it on May
Rehearsals have already started for Queen, Gloria Parker, and by the students leafing through, a scrap book 6. Those who have paid their 15c for
couples in the main annual May pole dance. .
of events which are then portrayed by mailing charges will get this money
the twenty-fiv- e
back-t-th- esame
The pageant, entitled TEeCollege the cast. Sophomore Court, a Track
cast of the Color Day Pageant. This
for
their
copy.
The rest will be mailed
year Color Day has been moved up to Album", was written by Julia Brock-ma- Meet and the Messiah are but a few
out.
with the help of Jean Hudson, of the scenes. Background for the acMay 8, the day following the end of
rnod.-in-Mcr.day.-

i

mi

'

i

Mar.

The next group consists of several
operatic selections. Dorothy Henderson and Paul Parmelee will begin with
the "Love Duet" from "Madame Butterfly" by Puccini. Following this is
"Bell Song"
the
from
"Lakme" by Saint Saens sung by 'Vir-gini- a
Witzler. Paul Parmelee and
Martha Milburn will sing an aria and
scene from "Samson and Delilah". final exams. Contrary to tradition, the
The climax of this group will be the pageant will be held in the college
"Quartet" from "Rigoletto" by Verdi, stadium at 2:30 p.m. and will be preceded by the crowning of the May
(Continued on Page 4)
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Little Names New
Dining Hall Heads

--

Berigan Rated As

Campus Favorite

formal According to
Hank Miller, Seventh section .dance1
chairman, Bunny is bringing his entire band of fourteen pieces.
Since its inauguration a little more
than a year ago, Bunny's band has
been on the road almost continually.
On'theTadiif Berigan"was ieatufecl
on the CBS "Saturday Swing Sessions" almost before his group reached
maturity. At a stage when most lead- ers are still holding rehearsals, he had
his own commercial, "Fun in Swing- time on MBS chain. Later, though
still on the road, he made several
guest appearances on such shows as
R.CA.-Victand the R.GA. Magic
Key, as well as on CBS programs.
Berigan, besides being ainonir the
top campus favorites, has spent a great
part of his career in Eastern theatres
doing personal appearances. At New
York s Paramount theatre, Berigan
followed Dorsey, staying three weeks.
Berigan, who is 30, was bom in
Wisconsin's' city of Fox Lake. An ardent sportsman, he likes baseball and
football best. He is married, and has
two children.
- Rated
as one of the- - greattsr swing- First-Sevent-

City Reaches High

Wooster students aided the city in
getting a high record for blood donations on Monday and Tuesday at
the Red Cross headquarters. One hundred and thirteen people gave blood
on Tuesday which was the highest
number to give blood in one day in
any city in Ohio except for Cleveland.
--

--

The committee wishes to thank all
the students and to state that those
who had volunteered and were not
used will have a chance in
when the Mobile Unit will remid-Summ-

er

turn.
I,1"tljiu,.

,

.

--

-

All the donors were given bronze
buttons to wear. Anyone giving blood
three times will be' awarded a silver

button.

co-direc- tor

Room Fees Due April 20

'

h

'

or

Room reservations for all men. expecting- to live in' Kenarden nexryear
must be made at the dean's office by maestros, Bunny keeps working diliApr. 20. A five dollar deposit must gently to retain his popularity. '. He
who is also acting as
It tion will be provided by a large replica
makes many of his own arrangements.
All those students who entered the be made with the room reservation.
is a pantomime depicting the high of the entrance to Kauke and several second semester are reminded to pay
Reservations for rooms during sum
Bunny is particularly famous for
lights of four years at Wooster. The smaller props of the other college for their copy of the Index if, they mer school should be made by Apr. his solo in "I Can't Get Started With
action is tied together by a couple of buildings.
want one.
20, if possible.
You.
.
,
time-that-they--

call

--

n,

co-direct-

or.

--

V
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be-associat-
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In Blood Donations

:

The chorus returns with two Brahms
selections, namely, "Saphhic Ode" and
"The Message." They will also sing
"Memory" Da.y"and "Serenade" by
Strau5SjL.ThesaGerman
Leiderjongs
are so well loved that they will remain
in the ranks of- - the best music even
during war time.

'

A

Sommers President

Long-fellow-

Pauline Smith will play a violin
solo "Sigeunerweisen" by Saraste. An
organ solo "Gavotte de Mignon" by
Thomas' will follow by June Whitmer.
Mary Balloon will then play "Nails"
by Delibes on the piano.

well-know- n

on

'

The concert will open with the dyof "Rejoice Ye!"
namic 'strains
"Euridice" by Peri, followed by
"Moon Marketing" by Weaver and
"The Slave's Dream" by Matthews.
In this last number Matthews set to
s
music he stirring words of
ballad. It is a thrilling num- bef, comparable-- vto :. .the- - - "Highwayman" of last year, Priscilla Hughes
will take the solo parts.
1

sub-stati-

-

"

--

Dean John Bruere announced that
those men who plan to take part in
the U. S. Navy V--l program for college sophomores and freshmen should
go to the nearest Navy
to
have their papers put in order. He em
phasized
the parent-consen- t'
blanks must bepresented, typewritten
and in triplicate form. After the re
cruit has had the papers checked at
the
he is to report at the
Cleveland Navy Recruiting station,
there to be formally enlisted in the

Approximately $(100 was raised for those who receive a sufficiently high
the Red Cross at a benefit .concert giv rating on the romprehensive examen in the chapel on Monday, Apr. 6, ination and who can pass the naval
by Mr. and Mrs. Clarice Paul Parm aviation physical examination for of
ficer pilots. These men will be per
elee .of the Conservatory faculty.
Wooster's only music society, the mitted to complete at least the balance
McDowell club, sponsored the concert of the scholastic year and will then
be ordered to active duty on the V-- 5
as a service to get funds to help the
program
as determined by the service
Red Cross.
needs at that time,

well-know- n

superb concerts she has presented in
the past. Under , her baton the chorus
is able to produce Unequalled artistic
effects and has' at all times a magnificent blend of voices. It is always
interesting to note the beautiful
grooming of the girls and the unusual
v
'
color schemes..

Deans Announce
Requirements For
Navy Candidates

ge

ster

.

f

-

"Fred-Waring-Fight-Song-For-Woo-

-
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Board Divides Editorship
Between Stranahan
"And Rickards

For the first time in its history, The
Wooster Voice will have two editors
during the 1942-4- 3 school year, it was
revealed tonight at the third inniml
formal Voice banquet attended by
over 80 staff members and guests in
Babcock hall. John Stranahan of Mercer, Pa., will be editor of this publication for the coming fall terra, and
Dorothy Rickards of Mechanicsburg,
Pa., will be editor the semester follow,
ing. Herbert Rogers, of Wooster. is the
new business manager. This is the first issue to be published by the new
i
staff.
Under the
be in "effect for only one year, Dor-ithr Rickards will
under Stranahan, and Stranahan will
be associate editor under Rickards.
The decision was voted by the Board
of Control of the Voice which is headed by retiring editor, Bob Wilder.
who was toastmaster of the affair this
evening.
Ferm Speaks
Dr. Vergilius T. A. Ferm. head of
Club
the philosophy department, was guest
speaker at the banquet, and after his
remarks, the new staff was announced
and awards were presented.
Newly elected officers of the Fort
The Board of Control also elected
nightly music club for the coming year
Bob August, sports editor; Barbara
are: " Charles Sommers," president;
Haas, feature editor; George Koch,
Grace Ohki, vice ' president; Rachel
advertising manager; Henry Miller.
Shobert, secretary; George Mulder;
circulation manager; Ed. Morris, as
treasurer.
sistant circulation manager; and Jane
On Tuesday, Apr. 14, Fortnightly Adams, auditor.
will be entertained by a program given
Editor Stranahan has attointed
by the Ensemble club. The program Grace Ohki to head the music
is divided into two groups. First, a
Norman Wrieht. adminis- brass section, composed of Bill Fissell, trative department; Johrf Kovach,
John Sproul, Charles Troxel, and campus organization department;
Donald Straub, will play "In Modo Fritz Pfouts, club-clas- s
department:
Religioso" by Glazounoss.
and Joe Bindley, speech department.
Rid
A string sextet, consisting of Grace Copy editors will be Mary-An- n
dle,
and
Meloy,
John
and
Ellen
Ohki, George Mulder. Ruth Ihriff.
oi
editor
Pauleen Smith, Nicky Zuppas, and Vaugh will be make-u- p
Managing
Editor Chosen
Martha Childress, will also play "Over
Betty Gourley is acting in the ca
ture on a Yiddish Theme" by Pro
pacity of managing editor, a position
' '
kosiess.
open to any member of the junior
New members of the .society have
class on' the staff who wishes to be
been chosen, but since all have not yet
considered as a candidate for the
accepted.Mheir names cannot be pub 1943-44
editorship. No permanent
lished until a later date.
managing editor is ever chosen.
The Collier Printing Co. Awards
gold and silver keys, are given annually to the members of the Voice
staff who have worked three or four
years on the paper or else who have
exhibited outstanding journalistic abil
The new head waiters for the com- ity.
ing year were announced by Miss
Awards Given
Mable Little Apr. 7. Bob Moreland
Mr. H. M. Henery, business man
was appointed head waiter at Bab ager
of the Collier Printing Co for
cock hall, John Melay in upstairs over 1 2 years
printers to the Voice,
Holden, and Bob Ginther in lower presented gold keys
to the outgoing1
Holden. Luther Hall will serve as
(Continued on Page 4)
head waiter in Hoover and Charles
Ireland, Bob Lessing, and Jim Relph
will be. head waiters in Kenarden.
On the nights of April 13 and J5
the new head waiters will hear lectures by Miss Little, her assistants,
The first name band of the rear
and the former head waiters of the
will appear at Wooster Friday night
various dorms. Later the new head
when Bunny Berigan and his orcheswaiters HjiH instruct the new waiters.
tra will furnish the music for the
--

' Candidates Lessing, Clay
- Make Statements on

--

Petitions Seniors Decide
Students Choose Senate
Stranahan,
Rogers
Head
On
Kenton
Stan
Sunday Use Of
Senate: President Courts, Course Band For Prom
Staff For First Semester

'
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By JACK MELLIN

MIS

ESTABLISHED

oar

the past year the Voice has been
DURING
persistent in its demands that something
be done with the M.S.G.A. Nothing has
been done. The M.S.G.A. has been floundering

l W.

mr

896- Kafa HaO-tti- om
Mrtri by Tb CoOmt Madof Co, WooMr. Ohio
toad faai MM la Am PoMofio at Woonr, O.

BdhotU

Offic--
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15.
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ColkaiaM D)Mt

Mxfina

John Q. Scranahi

ditor-in-Chi- ef

Business Manager

Herb Rot
Dot

Rickards-

Edito r '
Editor
Sports
-Managing Editor
Copy Editors
Feature Editor
..Make-uEditor

Riddle

Barbara Haas
Vaugh-Geor- ge

Miller-E-

fact that only one man
running for the presidency of the M.S.G.A.
In short,, only one man has courage enough to
tackle such a hopeless task. Certainly this is
definite proof that the organization is nearly
'

STAFF ASSOCIATES
Joe Bindley, John Kovach,
Norm Wright, Grace Ohki

ASSISTANTS

.

the Voice has ever had, presided over
his .last meeting. As the new, editors of the
Voice, we are glad of the opportunity to pay :
tribute to this efficient newspaper man. Dur'
ing the past year the Voice has risen to unprecedented heights on the Wooster campus
and most of the credit for this achievement is
due to Bob Wilder, the 194.142 editor. Also
to those seniors who have gone to press for the
last time We offer. our congratulations for z'
work well done.

.

One faculty member recently advocated
that 'freshman men should be required to sign
in and out, keep particular hours, etc. What,
no
Some of our chapel speakers have wonderful speaking voices. Its too bad they don't
have something to say.

Went home on a (censored) last week-end- .
It stopped frequently to discharge

ME MOS i join- -

the

lib-houn-

ds

DATE BOOK

By JUNE WHITMER
I'm beginning to feel like the
snowstorms which come Tin alternately with
the good weather, for here I am again
recent-Wooste- r

--

pinch-hittin-

play-by-pla-

,

all-importa-

y

nt

o,

ex-offici-

.

.

8-1-

maids set the spring style by picnicing at Miller's Pond at 5. (Let's hope the weather will
conform affiably to the idea.) and season the
affair with a dash of' OPEN HOUSE before
the evening can be satisfactorily brought to a

of all, the

h

'

close

.'

ri.cbss.icd--to--theif-ioLe!-

sun-soake-

d

So, wake up and .
(Excuse me .
.
guess.)

.

Too, the FRESHMEN APPRENTICES
with thehv guests line-uin their dug-ouTaylor hall, to swing away any blues which
may happened to have lingered oyer the Easte.

vacation.""The"musco?

r

and can walk down the chapel aisle without
j"""6
" giui iuuo oticuiiuic ui iruni vi ine
platform.

.

er

g

A

Either the senior chapels themselves should
be eliminated in favor of private practices, or
there should be some occasions for practices
before the regular .senior chapels start. These
rehearsals could be made compulsory simply
tnrougn the procedure of oasFfines.
"

'

The present theory probably is that they
are practicing on us, but the whole process is
painful in a good many ways. We don't like
to remember the seniors as cavorting, stuimV
ling clowns any more than their fond parents
and relatives would on May 11.

8-1-

the evening

1

Don't mind conserving tires
In fact it's fun to park
Don't mind conserving 'lectric lights
'Cause I just love the dark
But conserving cokes is different

It almost makes me mad
What other drink gives
'
oomph
To every lass and lad.

so

-

:

Squeak

. .
is

GNOME

..

very romantic; whenever he addresses me

Fat: That's only force of habit, my dear. You see he's a street car

conductor.

.

.

.

2J

They laughed when I put iodine on my pay check. They didn't know
I had.an awful cut in my salary.
Poetry corner
Women is a funny race,
They curl their hair and paint their face.
They change their styles so often that
Last year's hat is not a hat.
They sleep all A.M., dance all P.M.
Go to games but never see 'em.
They spend the stuff so very well,
--

v

.

..

-- i.,

i

...-- l.

mount apuTw'nai',ith'tTrt'0
Yet man is too a funny race"
He pays for all this gosh darn waste.

rh-ltl-

,
So join the throng! Since it's the last hard'
pull now for most of lis before exams, it's up .
to you to smuggle in your fun at the most
opportune times. So don't miss the scheduled

l

And always remember Oswald, that the difference between a model
woman and a woman model is that the former is a bare possibility and
the.
other is a naked f act.

games!

Gob: ."The girls run after my kisses."
Ditto:. "So what? After mine they limp."

"My dad takes things apart to
"So what?"
"You'd better go."

see why they

don't go."

symptom of this type of profes- electric-cloc8or
drone he gets
to
voice. His classes are usually
lectures (and purely lecture, too), and
afford an excellent keeping-up-with- o p p o r- tunity. There are times when you real- W appreciate such classes, but the
k

.

eep

your-correspondence-or-sl-

ma-The-

re

JtJimu'chhardet
6
keep
your head from
t0
the
is
f take notes,
possible t y p e- - a s bobbmf than " woull
Professors Get Lecture
against the
But then, there is the type of pro- get-in- ,
type. There are, how- who lectures! This kind knows
ever, innumerable other means of
classification. The scholastic approach: b's subject, thinks you should know
Professor of Philosophy, Professor of tbe subject, and makes you know the
Biology, Professor of Physics, etc. The. subject. He talks interestingly but
concisely for 40 minutes straight while
mercenary approach; He's good-but- vou
write and write and write and
He'll
write.
When your, arm begins to ache
and the just
anc
band is numb, you turn from
vour
plain
professor. But
the most elucidating classification of literature to art. (Some of jny best
cartoons have been results of writer's
all is that by the students.
cramp
in such a situation). But this
n
The
Type
kind
lets you sleep.
never
One type of professor is
orprof esjors3116-""1-

tough-and-avoid-- if

--

nifty-and-sign-early-or-y-

ou-

will-nev-

er

fsor

can-we-afford-hi-

e-all-right-

m,

-b-

and-we-can-afford-hi-

m,

we-can-afFord--

him

Well-Know-

well-know- n

to us all.

He

is

the kind that makes

mental peace a complete impossibility.
He makes it a point to call on as many
students a day as time will permit, and
it is due to him that
mani- cures are practically extinct.
One
needs only to look into a classroom
and watch the forced nonchalance
turn to pale terror on the faces of
those called upon to "recite". This is
an unmistakable type.
un-chew-

Another kind

ed

is the antithesis

The next type, however, is a terrifying mixture of them all. This professor talks just enough and calls on
vou iust enough so that both going to
sleep and keeping awake become the"
most difficult task of all, and usually
b's problem takes up all your time
(to 8eeP or not to sleep) and you
cou

bave been sleeping all the time,

The final classification contains my
professors . . . all fascinating, all
of enthralling, and all interesting!

By THE MADCAP CRITIC

Benny "the king" Goodman

much

We gals conserve material
As you can plainly see
What an excuse to wear your skirts
Way above the knee
So F.D.R. start cookin'

by

Cat: My new boy friend
he always calls me fair lady.

nnd

Despite the war, the defense priorities on the material used for" the
waxing of discs, the current new year in music seems to have brought in
some real killers, and it seems that the name bands have it, with the Harry
James crew making an almost unprecedented rise. Such waxings as "You
Made Me Love You", and "I Don't Want to Walk Without You", started
the current James trend, but he is keeping up the great work with "Skylark"
(swell vocal by Helen Forest, who is the biggest asset James ever had)
and some beautiful trumpet syncopation in "Ole Man River".
Benny on Top

Ho-Hum-

By

They, too, are
unforgettable. The most clearly de- -

The most popular classification

.

-

ALL-COLLEG- E

.

...

those just mentioned.

ftahaltUtf iAe Woodier Beat

-

week-end- .

This is an article about professors,
You've heard of them . . . they are the
people from whom you get A's and
who give you D's. They are known on
the campus as "profs". Do you recog- nize the species? Every college has its
share of professors
or should,
(Sometimes, from tales I hear, I won- der, though). And Wooster is no ex- ception!

PLEA

I ain't unpatriotic
"
At least don't mean to be"
I tried to do just everything
To insure liberty
But I have one complaint to make
And that sure ain't no joke
It is that I can hardly bear
To miss my daily coke.,-

Let's fix things Okey Doke
. . and
!
Oh, Frankie you can do it
Spring Fever, I Come on restore the coke.

-

t,

your
for this night game.
And could- we ever overlook that snappy
keystone combination yes indeed! I meari
'the Senate and the student body. For it's a fast
double play when the "ball" (on an informal
scale) is snapped to the
VIC
DANCE and retire's all sides at 11 for the
favorite recordings.

Professors! Which Type Are You
In Wooster's Classroom Catalogue?

pei

tives are sent to Congress. All arc
elected by a very small upper-clas- s
vote.
Their influence upon the Con- - '
gressional body is extremely heavy as
they are aristocratic constituencies.
Because appointments to the chairmanships of the most important committees follow seniority rules, they
gain added power. Nor can they be
recalled, for a majority of the adults
in their own states cannot vote. Mr.
Dies, champion surpressor of Unamer-ica- n
Activities, was elected by only
4.2
of the voting, population of his
district! Poll taxes are often cumulative starting at three dollars a year.
.A share-croppwho makes only six
ty dollars a year and who hasn't voted
for three years, will think twice before
he pays nine dollars to vote for Mr.
Dies or anyone else. Perhaps the reason for Mr. Dies' hatred of the New
Deal and "left-winboogies" can be
found here. Why should he want this
good American System abolished? Af-te- r
all, it got him into office didn't
it?

EEST-JMELLE- ES

at 11,
p

merry-makin- g

private .until

i

-

chapel, is about to be given its
performance, this time by the
class of '42. Seniors in strange new gradua'
tion gowns will straggle up the chapel aisle
without regard for rhyme or rhythm. They
will feel silly and look sillier; they will giggle,
and the rest will snicker and whisper and
fidget The whole performance is a farce and
an occasion for
to say the least.
oenior cnapei practices should be given in
eenty-umpt-

'

2.

Saturday the Caseys continue to come up
to bat for that good time. The MILLER

WW

THAT
senior

2,

FIRST and SEVENTH'S combined power
smack out the "surprise honor" of the year,
thoroughly charmed by the bat'on play of one
Mr. Berigan from the bandstand to abet an
errorless evening of entertainment from
(Incidentally the same thrill is extended to the "
envious public: balcony price at the gym being
40c for couples and 25c for those who prefer
'
to go stag.)

Seniur Slramle
t

g

Texas-league-

(5) The staff of the Voice will be on the
lookout for any new ideas that might better the
paper. A number of new ideas have been sug'
gested and will appear soon.

GREATEST

..

.

First on my iist is SIXTH SECTION who
r
their way to first base with their
FORMAL of the year. Prexy
-- Beem,
says "the boys will lay their-- ,
cards on the .table, and with Babcock as the
site and Tommy Van doing the coaching from
the music box to the tune of
it should1
reach the major league of "and a good time
was had by all!"

con-cerne- d.

laugh-rio-

"

for the new regime to give you a
description of what the teams are
doing for fun this week-end- .

8-1-

ity

s.

-- ,

-

....

candi-date- s

im-partial-

Hey, "wake up and live
it's
Spring! I can tell by the apathy in
your eyes. I can tell by the Dictionary; "Spring: the seascfn in which
vegetables begin their growth, the season preceding summer ' especially
from Mar. 21 to June 22". But best
of all, I can tell by the campus.
Convincing Way
The most convincing way to recognize spring is to walk into the
Shack, just any old time. If the smoke
is only a hazy fog instead of the
p
variety . . . then it is Spring.
If you are able to wriggle your way
back to a quarter of an inch of open
space instead of having to hire thugs
(a football player will do) to run
interference for you . . . then it is
Spring. If couples come and go in an
almost steady stream and you never
have to place your reservations hours
ahead . . . then you know it is
Spring.
Absence of Lib Hounds
You can tell when this season rolls
around by the absence of
and dormitory-loungerInstead, you
will find a green-lawne- d
hill by the
baseball diamond flashing with color
like the pages of a sample catalogue.
And if these,
students are
not enough evidence to convince you
of Spring, the golf course is the next
step. (But in this step, let's not overlook the tennis courts where the boys
display their skill and the girls display their femininity. This is another
real proof.) And here we are at the
golf course that sprawling patch of
green where men are men and women
hold their ears . . . that practice field
for some, that learning lawn for oth-- .
ers. But whether for professionals or
beginners, the golf course holds its
own. In the daytime, couples walk; at
night they "talk", but anyway, it's all
a proof of Spring.
pea-sou-

.

itself.

(4) The Voice will endeavor to show
to all sections, clubs, and organiza-tion- s
as far as printing their activities is
On the other hand the "Letters to the
Editor" plan will be continued, so that any
individual or group of individuals will have a
chance to present protests of any kind.

-

lock-step- ?

....

the Voice before he or she is eligible, for a
press card or his or her name on the mast'
head.

Shack For Outdoors
As Spring Arrives

Had a cold cheese sandwich for lunch the
other day. Can't see why they are still looking
Jot a rubber substitute.

(1) The Voice will be used as a check on
student clubs and organizations, the faculty,
and the administration. This check will be
carried out by means of student polls and
editorials.

-

Woosteriies 'Blow'

J0M,

Vr

0

ure-manjrty-

Don't know much about different kinds of
wood, but I am reasonably sure that the library
chairs are not made of soft white pine.

We who have been chosen to taEe their
places will endeavor to maintain the high
standards the outgoing staff achieved. As staff
members of the Voice for the coming year, we
would like to outline our policy so that the
Wooster students will know what to expect in
the future.

many around. last

were so

yeaf . EveTTwitrTlhslTTnilllonj fighting
beside us (or should I say before us)
in "our war", we are not as yet marching up the Unter den Linden. Once
again the Congressman from Orange,
Texas, has resorted to the good old
American custom of branding as
Communist anyone who doesn't agree
with the administration.
,
Communists Bear Brunt
For the most part, the Communists '
and the New Deal bear the brunt of
Mr. Dies attacks. Why is this? Here
are some facts which may be relevant
to that question! In Mr. Dies' home
state, there is a feudal system still in
existence!
A system which would thrive exceptionally well under a Facist state,
but one which the Communists abolished. In this country the New Deal
has been the only administration to
take an active interest in the problem.
It is the' problem of the poor sharecropper. From eight Southern poll-ta- x
states having this system, sixteen

"ienator$-anehieventy-eightreprese-

'

Tales By a Shack Rat

,

.

ntav

constant efforts to revive it.

AT

lea-s- t

Deal-Bater-

perhaps this plan would not work perfectly,
but it certainly would not be as big a flop
as the M.S.G.A. has been. There seems to be
no sense in trying to. continue an organiza- tion that has failed year after year in spite of

THE Wooster Voice banquet tonight,
Bob Wilder, one of the finest editors

that there

ll

en

Looking Ahead

(3) A new system of training future
for the editorship and other key staff
positions on the Voice will be inaugurated. At
the beginning of this year the "cub" system
for freshman reporters was successfully used
and will be retained. Under this system a re
inrhps- in
is reauired to
oorter
. - writs at- - 50
'r

A few of the more reliable commentators feel that Mr. Dies let this
bomb-shefly at the present time for
very definite political reasons. Shortly the House Accounts Committee will
be called upon to vote the Dies Committee allotment for the next year.
Obviously Dies was trying. to produce
New Deal"
a few "Nudism-in-th- e
headlines in order to gain the support
s
of the New
in the House.
With all of them behind his cause,
he could ask for a much large appropriation. To Mr. Dies' surprise Congressmen formerly his supporters are
now turning against him. It seems the
President's appeal for unity has had

go-betwe-

Either Robinson, Ruth Twitchell, Elinor Ehrman, Carolyn
Berwick. Corienne Coppock. Carol Reed, Betty Russell, Jariet
Ken yon, Hank Miller, Eddie Morris, Margaret Neely, Barbara
Ross, Dave Cowles.

(2) Curing the coming year we hope to
continue the close cooperation that has existed
between the Student Senate and the Voice, two
organizations for the betterment of student
activities on the campus. Yet we will not hesi'
tate to criticize the Senate if the need presents

is

strengthen the Kenarden council, an organization that represents every section? Let this
council chose a head, who can act as a
for the men and the administration,
and then give the members of the council the
responsibility of backing this head.

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES

,

It

not our contention that the men of the
campus should not have some sort of an organization through which they could be represented in the deans office. Why not do away
with the president of the M. S. G. A. and

Fritt Pfouts,

Edith Beck, Herb Ervin. Loii Schroeder, Peggy Welsh, Betty
Ellen Viugh, John Stalker, Marie Thede, Al
MicPhee.
Linnell, Earl Nelson, Jean Mclntyre, Jean Stafford, Betty
Gearing, Eileen Palmer, Foster Lewis, Betty Martin, Bernice
Brile, Peg Miller, Marjorie Page, Kenneth Cohen, Ralph
Donaldson, Everett Campbell,' Roger Richards, George Bell,
Betty Waterhouse, Mary Jane West, Virginia Root, Chet
Turner, Bill Boyer, Anne Fisher.

"'

extinct.

Circulation Editor
Auditor

-- Assistant

Morris
Jane Adams

elp

is

p

d

.

lessness is shown by the

.Advertising Manager
Grculation Editor

Koch.

Hank

crowning-exampls-Gf-jtSrh-

LAssociate

-

Bob August.
Betty Gourle- yJohn Meloy, Mary-An- n
Ellen

.

A, New Y,N. Y.

its effect. Anyway, there is to be an
investigation of the Dies investigators!
Opinion on Capitol Hill is that Mr.
Dies might spend more time hounding the Axis agents as Hoover and his
FBI are doing rather than criticizing
one of the government's most powerful and efficient war boards. Moreover, a few Communists in the right
place can be very helpful. America
and Great Britain can be thankful

g
Congressman,
Texas'
the gentleman', who two years ago
proved so duclusively that Shirley
Temple was a Communist, has
dropped another charge on Washington from his "Dies Bomber". The explosion has had its effect, but not in
the way in which Mr. Dies anticipated.
Dies Demands
Last week Dies sent a letter to Vice
the d
Pridan?' Wallace-demandi- ng
charge of thirty-fiv- e
members of the
Economic War Board (EWB). The
charge was that these members had
once belonged to Communist front
organizations, and that one of them
had actually written a book on nud- ism. (As yet this volume cannot be
acquired at the College Book Store.)
witch-huntin-

long enough lets abolish it.
Definite proof can be found that the M. S.
G. A. has absolutely no power or prestige
about the campus. Its rules have been broken
or disregarded, it is in the red financially, and
it seems doomed to remain there.
-- However the

Ajicrilil

DMtt&Mtor

CURRENT COMMOTIONS

Away With M.S.G.A.

,

keeps

Girls Want Clubs
Planned For All

himself on tap with several current releases
"Jersey Bounce"
featuring
some great tromboning by Lou Mag- - ,
.
arity, who plays one of the slamiest Dear Editor:
horns next to Teagarden we've heard, "Just as each old year dies, so does
and some fine solo work by Benny him- the yearly life of campus organizaself. The other side also kicks out in tions pass on at this time. New ofgreat fashion by borrowing Miller's ficers
are being elected and conse"String of Pearls", and gives the number an entirely different interpreta- quently these officers, fired with new
tion. Benny's crew swings beautifully, spirit are ready to seize control and
and it features some very startling throttle their club into the "most
piano by his new find Mel Powell, and active organization on the campus."
a 'beautiful trumpet section riff underEnough said for the zeal of the ofneath his great sax chorus.
ficers. But do they try to make their
T. Dorsey bounces back intothe clubs for the large majority of Mary
recording battle with his new and Smiths and John Does who never
completely
different
rendition d f have held an office and never ' will?
"What Is This Thing Called Love". Isn't this, after all, the purpose of an
A great piece of arranging, it does organization? Every member should
full justice to Tommy's well known feel himself an integral, even though
and powerful brass section with Ziggy hot important part. A few of the clubs
Elman taking a beautiful ride on the on the campus achieve this end, but
last few choruses. But especially notice- there are certain other bodies which
able, and surprisingly so, are Tommy's do not.
saxes which jump all the way through,
A typical example of an organizaand it seem?V too bad that Connie
tion which, may be called "For OfHaynes had fto be included in the
ficers Only" is the Y.W.C.A. Every
number for it doesn't measure up to
girl in the school becomes' an assothe standard set by the rest of the arciate member until she takes the Y.
rangement.
W. pledge and becomes an active.
Mclntyre Gets Break
But what happens after she becomes
One of the, newer bands getting a
-break" on the racfi'o at'last is Hal Mc
attending meetings which consists of
lntyre (former Miller man) whose
going each time to' listen to a speaker.'
Very unusual arrangements have been But
there, her activity ends. It seems
causing lots of chatter his theme
appalling that approximately 12 girls
"Moon Mist" was released a short
out of all the members should have
time ago, so if you get a chance grab
a working part in this nationally imit sort of. on the order of Thorn-- ,
portant organization.
hill's '.'Snowfall".:
There are far too many clubs in
Haying nothing to do with the sub- which the members only go to the
ject at hand, but merely an item
meetings, sit, and listen and there
band over at their activity, ends. Perhaps the new
-- WeJbeardCaLrjalten's
Youngstown. The front is a Case boy officers when assuming' their numer-ou- s
who has a fairly solid band which with
responsibilities will undertake to
some rehearsing should go places. make the proletariat a more essenWith swell brass, and good rhythm, tial and assiduous group.
all that needs polishing is the sax;
Sincerely,
but watch for him because he's a
Maryalice Cremeans
'
comer.
Margaret Stewart
arv--fiiy?oth1ngrh'emay-
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Basketball Players Turn To Spring Sports

THE

TIP-OF-

Twelve Ball Teams
Compele in Annual

Intramural Softball

F

Voice Sports Editor

"

.

activities.
How about stopping our journey for a moment to pay our
to one of the truly great
athletes of our time Champion
Joe Louis. Whatever you may
think' of the gentle art of beak-- .
busting as a profession, it is
impossible to overlook the exploits of the most illustrious contemporary exponent of that art.
Louis has not been our most
versatile or most colorful champion, if color is used in a sense
that does not refer to the hue of
the gentleman's skin. His brilliance has been confined solely to
those often limited moments when
he 'was placed within the ropes,
face to face with an opponent.
Outside of his own chosen field of
endeavor, his accomplishments
have been limited, and Louis is
always out pointed by his
re-spe-

.

oppon-ents"1iTT-

a credit to a business which is not
noted for producing creditable, individuals, and alto a worthy hero. .
for his race.
While we pay tribute to our boxing
brethren, it might be well for us to
think a moment of another fighter who
has heeded the call of Uncle Sam.
Certainly we cannot forget our old
friend Joe Palooka and his illustrious
creator, Ham Fisher.

"

,

cts

We wish to compliment

this

cartoonist for his calm tolerance,
long view that he reveals through
his comic strip. His avoidance of
themes that would tend to arouse
tides o f resentment and hate
among his followers, cannot be
too highly commended.
In a time of stress, he has heeded
the nation's call for guidance and has
happily redirected the motive of his
column from- the adventures of a prize
fighter to a commentary on world af
fairs. We salute Ham Fisher who with
his attempt at an understanding outlook towards the problems of all man
kind, is helping to lay the foundations
wsrld ofTeaceand goodwil
among men.
And while getting things off
my chest, it might be well to forward the word to Hollywood that
they can subtract at least one paid
admission from their prospective
gross on t h'e coming picture
claiming to portray the life of
Lou Gehrig. They must realize by
now that they are facing a boycott, even if it is only a
-

he

fon

pre-fighfvdcaf- en

gagement in which the challenger
outlines for the press and the
public the manner in which he
will knock the Champion into oblivion.
But looking at the only unbiased
criterion on which to judge the respective greatness of the great fighters,
Louis stands out as the greatest fighter that the nation has known in a
.

good many years. Let the old timers
compare him disparagingly to. the
fighters of a former time, let them
scoff at the "bum of the month club,"
but Joe Louis remains the only prize
fighter in modern ring history who
has fought and beat them all. And
before we sell his opponents short,
remember that perhaps the only reason that they have looked so inferior
" was because they were in the ring with
one of the great fighting machines of
all times.
Now in the time of war, he is
giving his country the same kind
of effort that he has always exhibited to the spectators at his
fights. While other national figures have been trying to squirm
out of their duties, the Brown
Bomber from Detroit has been
aiding the war cause in the only
way that he knows how by fighting with his fists. Louis has proved
"

J

idotiM

A large number of the Wooster athl
in the fall and
etes who are stand-out- s
winter athletics are once again in the
center of activity as the spring sport
program roles around.

812

DAY and NIGHT

.

LIBERTY CLBANERS

Pomeroy and Retzler
154

West Liberty Street

"For Fine Foods"
We Deliver

Phone 197

Halional Bank

Dukes Win East Liverpool Tourney
As Wooster Loses in Second Game
bask&U
Duquesne
university's
team annexed their second straight
e
championship in the annual
Tournament held in East Liverpool
ast week. The Wooster team was
knocked out of the competition in the
second round by a team composed of
players from Ohio university and East
Liverpool high school, plus the East
Liverpool coach.
Tri-Stat-

Teams were entered from West Vir- ginia, Pennsylvania, and Ohio. Col- ege teams from Washington and Jef
ferson, Youngstown, Geneva, Toledo,
Duquesne, and Wooster played under
the names of various backers.
The outstanding player of this
17th annual tournament was Bill
Laughlin, the East Liverpool coach,
who won the most valuable player
one-ma- n
award. He was the high scorer of the
boycott.
The part of Lou Gehrig is taken competition as well as the most ac
by Gary Cooper. It is not as if Coop curate foul shot. Harry Eicher was
placed on the third All-Sti i
team.
er snouia not ioe commended
tor
the
At
last
the
year
tournament
numerous fine performances, such as
his roles in Sergeant York and Mr,
Deeds Goes to Town. However, if the
On
Hollywood casting agents had started
Spori?
out with the avowed purpose of
choosing from out of their enormous
ranks of film talent the one male
If Jerry Katherman. continues his
actor who in all of his physical char high school form in college, he may
acteristics is the exact antithesis o give the veteran pitchers, Totten and
Lou Gehrig, they could not have made
Buchmanan a serious argument for
a more remarkable choice than Gary the first string pitching chores. Kath
Cooper. To anyone who has not yet
erman pitched his Columbus North
been able to forget the picture of the
high school team to a state champion
compact,
stout' ship.
egged, Yankee first baseman, the idea
Jack Muxworthy has his eye on the
of Gary Cooper in the role is impos college pole vault mark this
spring
ble. The baseball fans of the coun Last
season "Muxie" soaried over the
try should rise up as one man at th 12 foot mark several times in practice,
thought of Gary Cooper in the role which is only 4 inches short
of the
of baseball's "iron man".
record.

.

Scots went to the finals. On the last
day of the tournament the boys from
Wooster played four games. In the
third game of the day the. Scots beat
the strong Toledo team, and were defeated in the . fourth game by the
champions from Duquesne.

Yanks Favored-T- o
Take Pennant Again

It looks like the Yankees in a walk
again this season. Neither Cleveland,
Chicago, Boston, nor Detroit appears
to have a chance to stop those Yankee
athletes who like the wonderful
e
shay appear to just "go on and
on." The team that could probably
stand losses the best, the Yanks, have
probably been the team out of both
leagues that has experienced the least
loss at the hands of the draft. Keller,
Dimaggio and Co. appear to be
headed, virtually without opposition,
for one of those New York pennants
that occur with such monotonous reg
ularity .
In the National League, it looks as
if there may be one of those old
s
fashioned
which ""a r
6
1
ot
cnaracteristic
he
'tnat circuit.
Cards look like the team to beat with
speed, excellent fielding, and plenty
of pitching. Brooklyn had enough to
nose out St. Louis in the stretch drive
last season and cannot be ruled out
of the flag picture. But if the Dodgers
lose batting champion Pete Reiser to
UncleSam's forces, which appears to
be better than a faint possibility, their
chances will be sadly decimated. And
not to be forgotten are the Cincinnati
Reds with their usual set-u- p
of good
pitching; good fielding, and no-hHarry Eicher who has never before ting!
been a candidate for the track team
is proving one of the surprises of the
season. Eicher's early season form has
HELLO EVERYBODY
been one of the encouraging elements
SEE YOU AT THE
of the spring drill.
Denny Kuhn has been missing baseball practice because of an infected
Mr. Carl Munson, of the physical knee. Kuhn had been looking
very
education department, attended the smooth around second base and seems
National Collegiate Swimming Meet a fair shot to fill in that position when
at Harvard university in Cambridge, the season opens.
Mass. on Mar. 27 and 28. Twenty
nine colleges and universities from all
parts of the country participated
F.
Munse" was an acting judge,
inspector, and a timekeeper.
JBWBLBR.
MAiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiHiii
Yale won the meet; Michigan
Perry Narten,7th Sec., Agt. .
iiiiniiiiiiiiy
placed second, and Ohio State came
215 B. Liberty
Phone 893-in third. Mr. Munson had the priv
ilege of watching a group of the bes;
swimmers in the country Each swim
mer was a champion in his own right
For instance, in the 100 yard free
style, eleven swimmers finished in less
than 54 seconds and five in less than
l
53 seconds.
As an. illustrative example of the
inconveniences of pur times, ."Munse'
C3
said that there were no sleeping res
ervations available in Cambridge or
Boston due to the housing shortage
and to an overflow of defense,
S
F

.111
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Muxworthy Vaults Well
Jack Muxworthy has been hitting 1 1
feet consistently - of late, in practice,-an- d
it looks as though "Muxy" will
again lead the pole vaulters. Harry
Ditch has been doing well in the discus and shot put, Luke Hall's work
in the mile' has been gratifying to
Wooster hopes, and Danny Cordova
will help in the broad jump.
Besides those mentioned above, out
for the squad this year are Screeper,
Neely, Hudson, and Ecelbarger in the
dashes, Halter and day in the pole
vault, Glatz, Smeltz, Smith, and Stone- - ,
burner in the discus and shot put,
Thompson, Atkinson, Ebright,
McGee, Miller and Narten in
the 440 and 880, Gebhardt in the
hurdles, and Ferguson in the broad
and high jumps.
The boys have moved from the
Ma-zore- k,

Kack"ateracicefieldcrthelrack'

i
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to mmsm, fmmem
You want

to serve your country!

not serve where your college
training will do the most good?

Why

r

Under the Navy's newest plan, you can ten- list now and continue in college. If you make
a good record, you may qualify within two
years to become a Naval Officer on the
'
sea or in the air.

Who may qualify
80,000 men per year will be accepted under
this new plan. If you are between the ages
of 17 and 19 inclusive and can meet Navy
physical standards, you can enlist now as an
Apprentice Seaman in the Naval Reserve.
You will be in the Navy. But until you have
finished two calendar years, you will remain
in college, taking regular college courses
under your own professors. Your studies
.will emphasize mathematics, physics and
physical training.
After you have successfully completed 1
calendar years of work, you will be given a
written examination prepared by the Navy.
This examination is competitive. It is designed to select the best men for training as
Naval Officers.
How to become an Officer
If you rank sufficiently high in the examination and can meet the physical standards,
you will have your choice of two courses
each leading to an officer's corhmission:
1. You nay volunteer for training as an
Aviation Officer. In this case you will be permitted to finish at least the second calendar
year of your college work, after which you
will be ordered to active duty for training
-

:

officer-pilo- t.

--

C, DIX
DAVID A. TAGGART

.

Approximately
20,000 men a year will be accepted for
Naval Aviation.
2. Or you will be selected for training as a
Deck or Engineering Officer. In this case you
will be allowed to continue your college
work until you have received your degree.

JONES

TRUST OFFICERS

...

to become an

.

""""""AssVTrust Officer

B.

H

I

THOMAS J. LANDES, Sec'y
to the Board

C.

!

DAIRIES

WOODS, Cashier

WALTER

Hr HAMILTON

FARM

nt

-

at the stadium. When the weather is '
bad they run under the stadiums!
Coach Munson had the boys running
time trials for the first time on last
Wednesday afternoon. The weather
was unfavorable for speedy time,, but
again
John
Edgar McGee is the only letter- - year and will probably give the rest the results were not discouraging. The
man from the tank squad who con- of the league quite a bit of trouble. first meet will be held Apr. 25. The
tinues his activities in the spring. Mc- Fifth and Seventh should also be right true strength of the squad will not be
Gee competes in the longer running up there at the top when the season known until then because of the
is over. .
great number of new men
events.
.
.
,

d,

WOOSTER

OFFICERS

good."

ar

L

Public Square and West Liberty

P

--

-

The Wayne County

The local rules that will be strictly
followed are: (1) Outseam ball used
exclusively. (2) Only the catcher and
first baseman will be permitted to use
gloves. (3) The base runners will not
football lettermen who are practicing be
allowed to leave the base until the
to compete in the field events are Har- ball passes the batter. (4) The pitchry Ditch, Frank Smith, John Smeltz,
er must pitch directly, using no twist
Roger Stoneburner, and Bill Glatz.
of the arm or wrist, with all pitching
Harry Eicher a veteran of both foot- underhand. (5) There will be
no
ball and basketball teams will unlim- scoring on passed balls, and (6) No
ber his long legs in either the mile or
balk or taking the base when hit by
two mile run. Don Halter who is a
the pitcher.
half back on the gridiron runs the
The intramural volleyball tournahurdles for the track team.
ment was called off in order to have
The lone football letterman grac enough time to play the Softball tour'
'
ing Johnny Swigart's baseball squad nament.
'
Elg Diedrich, a slugging' first base
Cooperation by the teams will be
man.
necessary in order to complete the
Veterans of the basketball team are season; so teams are urged to report
so very much in evidence at the on time for all the games.
stadium each afternoon. Denny Kuhn
The teams promise to be good, and
candidate for second bate posi the competition should be itiff r Every,
tion, and Jerry Katherman is a fine one interested is invited to come over
pitching prospect. Katherman's run to see. all the games.
ning mate at forward on the basketLast year's championship was"won
ball team, Dale Hudson, looks like by
the boys from Second section. John
one of the best trackmen to hit Woos Healy's fine pitching paved the
way to
ter in some time.
will be back
the title.
this
.

Many football lettermen have transferred their allegiance from the football field to the cinder tarck. Coach
Munson is planning to capitalize on
their muscles in the field events. The

it

CITY TAXI

hard

annual

Working
The
intramural Softball
every afternoon,
league will start as soon as the weather Coach Munson' 1942. track squad i
permits. The games will be played rapidly rounding into condition. With'
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, the return of five lettermen to spark
and Thursday, starting promptly at them, rapid strides have been made in
6:4) each evening if the' weather is the past few days that bode no good
favorable. Games will be played on for the opposition this year. "Prosall three diamonds. Twelve teams have pects look all right," said Munson in
been entered in the league
cham- an interview. Lea Thomas should be
pions to be determined through a one of the best half milers in the
round-robi- n
state, Harry Eicher's form looks prom
set up.
ising, and the sophomores look very
Rules Set Up

By BOB AUGUST

Comes time for a casual swing
around the world of sports as we mark
f winter
time between the finale
sports and the beginning of spring

Trackmen Round
Inio Top Shape
For Fir st LI eel

- A handsome medium 'weight
Water-Bloc
with a hand
felted edge, this fashion
classic is ideal for Spring
and correct for business. It
looks well either with the
brim snapped or up all
around.

1

We service all makes o typewriters

U.S.

M.QJI.

D0NT Wfflt ... . ACT TODAY

--

"

l.

U. S. Navy Recruiting Bureau, Div. V-- l.
30th Street and 3rd Avenue, Brooklyn, NvY
Please send me your free book on the Navy Officer Training plan for coHeg
freshmen and sophomores. I am a student
a parent of student Q
who ja
yaars old attftnriinff
i
f!nnff at ...v.

IIICK-AnST- EIl;

Portable Typewriters

'

--

1. Take this announcement to the Dean of your college.
2. Or go to the nearest Navy Recruiting Station.
3. Or mail coupon below for FREE BOOK giving full details.

--

$5.00

Smith and Corona

After graduation you will be ordered to active
duty for training to become a Deck or Engineering Officer. Approximately 15,000 men
a year will be accepted.
If you do not qualify for special officer's
training,
youwill be. allowed to. finish tha
.
second calendar year of college, after which
you will be ordered to active duty at a Naval
Training Station as Apprentice Seaman.
Those who fail to pass their college work
at any time may be ordered to active duty
at once as Apprentice Seamen.
Your pay starts with active duty.
Here's a real opportunity. A chance to
enlist in your country's service now without
giving up your college training ... a chance
to prove by that same training that you are
qualified to be an officer in the Navy.

:-

-

Buy Defense
Bond

Name

g

Street.
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CHAPEL

17J5.GJL Presidents Houser and Lockwood Take Office Akron U. Invites

Dobaters Leave

College Students
To Conference

For Washington
And Lleadville

ii-

-

Day, Tuesday,

Pan-Americ- an

Ape

Friday, Apr. 10

Senior chapel. "

Monday, Apr. 13 Miss Drfris Fetzer,
organ music.
Tuesday, Apr. 14 Convocation. No
tices and student meetings.

F,
to be celebrated at the Univer- Thursday, Apr. 16 Pres. Charles
'
Wishart.
sity of Akron with a conference open
to all students interested in any phase
relations. A special
of
Holds
invitation has been extended to Woos
of Officers,
ter students of history, language,
speech and foreign affairs, through
Members
Miss Kuth Kichardson, head ot the
Spanish department.
Elections bt the otticers to serve
The program includes an assembly
next year are to take place at the next
with Latin American speakers and
meeting of International Relations
music, a round table discussion, a tea
club on April 15. New members will
with Mexican pastry and mate (South
also be elected that night. Anyone,
American tea), and an afternoon
freshmen, sophomores, or juniors, who
dance in the Latin tone. The con
wishes to join the organization may
ference closes with a banquet with
obtain an application blank at the
Dr. C. L. White speaking on South
center: desk in the library and return
Americas, the continent of the fuit there or to any member of the club.
ture
At the last Itenational club meetFor further details of cost and time
ing Dave Reeder, Betty Steiner, John
see Miss Richardson.
Manry, and Helen Lewis presented
the background material of history,
government, economics, and strategy
for a discussion of Australia's war ef
forts. The preceding meeting was
Hold
Meeting held just before Cripps took the British proposal to India and the subThe Freshman Debate club will jects for debate that night was ''Rehold its final meeting Monday eve solved: That Great Britain should im
ning at 7 o'clock in Taylor hall, pre mediately grant dominion status to
senting a
debate India. Jim Smucker and Connie
on the question "Resolved: that the Clark argued for the nationalists and
ivil liberties of free speech and free independence while Margaret Ahrens
press be restricted by the.federal gov and John Anderton defended the em
ernment during periods of national pire.
emergency."
Marjorie Page, " Dick
Reiman and Tom Lykos will speak on
the negative side, and Margaret Bay- sor, Jim Glasgow and Don Coates will
uphold the affirmative. Judges will be
appointed for the contest. The meeting will be open to anyone who wishes
to attend.
(Continued from Page 1)
with Virginia Witzler, Martha
Paul Parmelee, and James Rowe.
The final group sung by the chorus
U. S.
Corps will consist of several numbers from
the famous Gilbert and Sullivan light
operas. They are "Braid The Raven
Hair" from "The Mikado" with Glor-iSpencer singing the solo, "Gaily
Tripping" from "Pinafore, "List and
Learn" and "Dance a Cachuca" from
"The Gondoliers" with Jean Stratton
as soloist in the latter one.
Monday evening at 7:30, the Girls'
Chorus of Wooster will present their
Leecular program in the First Presby
terian church of Rittman. Among
their selections they will sing a group
of light operatic numbers and several duets, trios and solos from the
14, is

Teams Will Debate With
American University
I
And Alleghany
Washington, D. C will play host
to the Men's Debate club Friday
Apr. 10. Robert Kerr, Eugene
Beem, and Stan Coates will leave the
campus for Washington, Thursday
night. 'The main feature of the trip,
which is a reward for outstanding
debate work during the year, is a de
bate wim American university in
Washington. The menwill have the
negative side of the question, "Resolved, that the civil liberties of free
speech and free press should be re
stricted by the federal government dur
ing times of emergency." Following
the debate, the men will spend Satur-day afternoon visiting various points
of interest in Washington. They ex
pect to be back on the campus' some'
eve-nin-

'.
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The Women s Debate teams will
wind up their intercollegiate season
this
when they journey to
Alleghany college at Meadville, Pa.
Jane Menold, Martha Stark, and Mar.
garet JkysorilLjepreseniJSQQster
on the negative of the question
that the civil liberties ' of
speech and press should be restricted
during times of national emergency."
The girls will leave Friday morning.
Mrs. E. W. Miller will accompany the
girls.
. t ..
week-en-

.

Freshman Debaters
Final

ipir

Pictured above are Phoebe Houser (left), new head of the W. S. G. A. Administrative Board, and Bea Lockwood,
president of the Judicial Board, who will be formally installed in office on Tuesday, Apr. 14.

d

"Re-'solve-

i

-

Il...

time Sunday.

New representatives for W.S.G.A.
were' elected in chapel on April 2.

Choir Rehearses

d:

Neifyear's-

-

sophomore-representat-

ive

Russell. The junior rep
resentatives will be Eleanor Webster
and Betty Steiner, and the senior rep
The college choir is studying for resentative will be Margaret Stewart.
the presentation, at its spring concert, The permanent senior representative
of the Manzoni "Requiem" by Verdi. of the Judicial Board will be Mary
" .
Verdi is generally thought of as a Jane Benson.
".
writer of operas, some of his more
Phoebe Houser will head the Ad'
famous ones being "Aida", which is ministrative Board of the W. S. G. A,
being presented in Cleveland on Sat for 1942-4arid Bea Lockwood is the
urday night of opera week, "Rigo new president of the Judicial Board
etto", and "La Traviata", which are
The new representatives and officers
scheduled for Friday night' of opera
will be installed next Tuesday
week. "However, Verdi's greatest work
chapel.
is this mass, which was dedicated to
the' famous Italian poet and novelist,
Manzoni. The mass follows a rather
free fprm, although it is very church- - Voice
y in style. It is written for full chorus,
solo quartet, and full orchestral accompaniment.

Verdi's Requiem

--

Last Thursday another team composed of Lucie Simon, Dorothy Reed
and Mary-An- n
Riddle travelled to
Pittsburgh to debate the University
of Pittsburgh women's team. Wooster
upheld the negative of the familiar
question "Resolved: that the federal
government should regulate by law
'
all labor unions." - -

3,

'

--

Board Makes

Art Department Displays
Landscapes by Parsons

Awards, Announces
" New Editorial Staff

:

,

freshman-sophomor-

EraternityJlan

will be Pe

.

International
Election
Receives

n

e

--

Banquet April

25

.

Medals will be given for outstanding work in intercollegiate debate at
the annual banquet of Delta Sigma
Rho on April 23 in lower Babcock.
At that time the following new members will be initiated: Bob Kerr, Waiter Krumm, Dave Neely, Dot Reed,
Herb Rogers. They will give humorous
after dinner speeches.

Women's Chorus
Presents Spring
Secular Concert

...

Mil-bur-

a

The invitations for the banquet will
sent. out this. week, Stan Coates,
president of the club, announced.
be

--

The choir has been asked to present
An exhibition of pictures by Ernes, this work for the Commencement Con(Continued from Page 1 ) '
tine Parsons is now on display in cert on Sunday, May 10.
editor and business manager. Wilder Coates
the art department in Taylor hall and
then awarded keys and certificates to
will remain there until Apr. 15. Miss
staff members.
other
Parsons studied at the Broadmoor Art
Oratory Contest
Churton
Presents
Thesis
Those members of the staff to reAcademy and Art Students League in
gold keys for four years servNew York, and has won recognition
On Japanese Economics ceive
Stan Coates won the first prize of
ice and outstanding ability in journalifor her work several times.
35 in the Scovel Peace Memorial
sm are: Jean Smeltz, Jean Hudson,
There are 10 pictures now in Tay- Paill Churton will deliver a thesis Becky Hostetter, Cliff Alexander, and Contest held in Taylor hall last Tues-dalor, most of them , Colorado land
Mar. 3 1.. Herb Rogers won the
'
at" the regular meeting- - of Congres- Ralph Cridef.
'"'
scapes.
second
place award of $15 and other
sional Club on Monday, Apr. 13. His
Recipients of silver keys given for
contestants included Dave Neely and
subject will be the economic system
three years service or outstanding Haines
Reichel.
of the Japanese government. He will work on the Voice are: Martha Stark,
The contest is an annual event esdeal with the existing fallacy that the
Grace Ohki, John- Stranahan, Lewis
For The Original
system will collapse under the strain of Van de Visse, Barbara Haas, Ruth tablished as a memorial by Mr.
estate, and the general subject
the war,
,.,. ,..,.,...., .J,
Twitchell, Betty MacPhee, Bill Hail,
each oration must be peace".
of
HAMBURGER
Stan Coates urges' every Haines Reichel," Ellen Vaugh, Herb
Q Lpeaker
Stan Coates' subject, "Peace in
member to attend since there are only Rogers, and Jean Biel.
o
1970"
was judged the best by Dr.
left
this
two meetings
year. There will
Certificates denoting two years work
Vance, Dr. Remp, and Dr. Coolidgfr
be a regular current events session.
on the staff were given to: Edith
and as a result, Coates will represent
Beck, Lois Schroeder, Earl Nelson,
Wooster at the State Peace Oratorical
Esther Robinson,
Elinor Ehrman,
HAIIBUBGEB
Club Discusses Greece Corienne Coppock, Phyllis Van Duz- - Contest to be held in Columbus sometime in the future. At the state coner, Carol Reed, Herb Ervin, George
Eta Sigma Phi will hold its next
100 in prizes will be awarded.
test,
Koch, and Barbara Ross.
meeting Wednesday, Apr. 15 at 7:30
One year certificates yere given to:
p.m. in Dr. Cowles'home.
Les GibianJim Vitella, Glenn Bryan, Smith Talks on Education
A book report will be given on the Bill
Joseph,
John Stalker, Stan
subject of ancient Greek civilization.
Coates, Ilene Smith, June Whitmer,
Paul Smith, Canton high school
The readers will be Lorna Strawn, Bob August, Fritz Pfouts, Henry Milwill speak on "The Effects
principal,
Mary Osborn, Betty Vandersall and
ler, Jean Mclntyre and Ed. Morris.
of
War on the Teaching Profession"
Barbara McConnell respectively, f
Freshmen who were awarded one at a joint meeting of Sigma Tau Del-

Places First

In

.

-
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s

i
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Fred "Beagle" Snyder left for
Quantico, Va?i to join the United
States marines on Sunday, Apr. 5.
The faculty committee on credits
agreed to
his work for this
semester so that he would be able to
meet the requirements for graduation.
His diploma will be sent to himafter

.

pro-rat- e
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AFTER A
FASHION

Watch Repairing

GEO. H. LAHM

FREEDLANDER'S

JBWBLBR
221 BAST LIBERTY ST.
Parker Pens
Diamond

Seersucker has hit a hew high in

the cotton world! And with the
erman

Jewelry

you'll be wanting bright,

.

Wooster Theatre

new cottons

for campus wear. The cotton favorite

Henery, and Dr. and Mrs.
gilius Fefm,

in striped or

checked seersucker. Here

is

WEDNESDAY-THURSDA-

an outfit

summer long. For you busy gals

true beauty in seersucker
.
. ...
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Adv.BMcC

The seminar in history, under the
direction of Professor Clayton S. Ellsworth, will visit the Hayes Memorial
Library at Fremont on Friday after-

Delta Sigma Rho, the honorary
speech fraternity, is making tentative
plans for its annual banquet to be
held on April 23. New members will
be chosen and initiated some time in
the late spring.

Harold

K.

Taylor.

o,

-- YOUR NUT

and -C-

ANDY SHOPPE

"Say It With a Box of Our Candy"
Opposite Schine's Theatre

Do You Want a Trimming?

Coal 'and Builders' : Supplies

BROKEN LENSES
- DUPLICATED
White Lenses....2.00 to 2.50
Tinted Lenses....2.50 to 3.00
Frames repaired while you wait

W. T. WATSON
Optometrist
153 E. Liberty St.

WEITZEL Dry Cleaning

See

Dick Morrison

Phone
CURZON FERRIS, KBNARDBN

Barber on the Square

Phone

Co.

260
CLYDE CONN, DOUGLASS

.

D A I R Y
ICE CREAM
319

NEW COTTON
And of Course

John Payne
Maureen O'Hara
Randolph Scott

I
'.

'

FROCKS

They Are Mary Mullets

UN.-MONTUES
-S-

is $1.69. The

and short.

Seminar Visits Fremont

'Where Variety and Quality Rule"

"Mr. Bug Goes
To Town"

would, be lovely under

just right to wear under

7"

"Sundown"

pint, fellow, etc at 50c. They are
tight-fittin- g

Dr. G. W. Jacoby
We as students, must always keep
in mind that disease is. a condition
in which we are not completely adapted to our surroundings. The expression of this maladaptation to us as individuals is in the form of pain or
discomfort. Disease, we must further
remember, is not a state but rather it
is an active process which is forever
changing in its manifestations. It is
often a slow process with little or no
morbidity over a long p'eriod$f-ftflTeWe usually feel secure because there
are no restrictions on our activities.
However, the sharp tooth of time with
its factual results, will too often leave
us with irreparable damage and a most
unhappy and pathetic individual. It
is therefore by early and proper correction of these minor diseases that we
can more fully hope to live a life of
good health and continual happiness.
We must not forget that bur future
prosperity and success, in most cases,'
may be directly related to the state of
our health and our abilities will thereby be able to express themselves with
out physical handicaps and limitations"
We hope, however, that' we will always be able to run, but will we always
be able to purr? The mirror of time
will reflect the answer for each and
every one of us.
By

Also Feature Length Cartoon

show-in- g

cotton .panties comeincolprsrblue,

Minor Diseases
Need Correction

Gene Tierney in

'

sheer blouses. The price

'
Students interested in this type of
work are requested to report at the
Student Aid office in Galpin hall at
once.

LERGH PASTRY SHOP

FRIDAYS ATURDAY

cotton to be worn under cotton
panties and slip! The slips, dainty and
lace-trimme- d,

who-hav- e

"

-

PHONE

Two Hits

'
t
- . no question
acre
about it
KING COTTON rules the 1942 sum

mer season! THIRD FLOOR is

The rate of pay will be 35 cents
per hour for students working on the
campus for the first summer, 40 cents
per hour for those who have worked
one summer, and 45 cents per hour
for those
worked more than
'
that.

"The Lady is Willing"

that it

ana dressy cottons
too on THIRD FLOOR for $5.95
PL

Ver-

probably

e

Minglewood Coal 8C lire Co.
Ice
Dad's "Root "Beer" ' Pop
and Other Beverages

MILK

Y

Fred MacMurray
Marlene Dietrich
in

you'll be cool and comfortable in all

.

IDEAL

is the BOBBY suit with its long jacket

and added pockets"

Re-migi-

.

ahTMrsrWuifo'rdTr'SHarpTMA-M.-M-

an early spring,

promising

" Other students
of Wooster who
have gone to Quantico for training
include: '.Pudge" Hole, Dick Gernert,
Dick Wallace, Walter Lyle, Dan
Earl Ziegler, William Lyle, and

year certificates, the highest award ta and Epsilon Rho, educational or
given to freshman staff members for ganizations, April 15 at 7:30 in lower
exhibiting truly outstanding journalis Babcock.
tic ability are: Betty Waterhouse, Chet
Turner, Norman Wright, and John
Compliments of
Kovach.
Guests' at the banquet included Dr.

weath- -

.Club Initiates Members

commencement.

,

AT

will

jobs open to men
'students on the college maintenance
crew. These are full-tim- e
jobs, nine
hours per day, six days per week.
twenty-fiv-

noon, Apr. 10. The class is planning
PaulineSmithj PauLParmelee, June to study the preservation and film re
Whitmer, Martha Milburn, Virginia production of historical documents.
Witzler, Dorothy Henderson, and
James Rowe will go along as soloists.
The accompanists will be Mary BalCompliments of
loon, June Whitmer, Rachel Shobert,
and Mrs. Parmelee.
GRAY and SON

7

Sco-vel'-

For the summer, there
be about

heavier operas.

y,

.

n,

Fred Snyder Joins
Marine

Delta Sigma Rho is the national
honorary speech fraternity. Members
must participate in varsity debate or
oratory for two years, and they must
be accepted by the local chapter and
by the national organization.

College To Offer
Jobs To Students
'During Summer

$7.95 to $12.95
.

-

"To The Shores of
Tripoli" :
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With

wo Piece Stylesof
Chambray and Ginghams
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Linensy-Seersuckers,

Beuloh Bechtel
.

Next to Schine's Theatre
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a bottle of

Coca-Col-

a

BOTTLED

trust its quality

-

Coca - Cola In your hand, you
uio uii soi 10 enjoy in aeiicious rasre you want, the aner-- sense Of refreshment you like, the quality you, and
millions of others, have come to welcome , . . the quality
Of

You

x-

ice-co- ld

tha

real thing.

UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE

COCA-COI-

coca cola bottling company

A
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